Abstract
run lengths from multiple reconstructions is required. In this study, a dynamic threshold framework to 1 account for centennial trends in PDV reconstructions is proposed. The dynamic threshold framework 2 is shown to extract meaningful run length information from multiple reconstructions. Two 3 hydrologically important aspects of the statistical signatures associated with the PDV are explored: (i) 4 whether persistence (i.e. run lengths) during positive epochs is different to persistence during negative 5 epochs and (ii) whether the reconstructed run lengths are stationary during the past millennium. 6 Results suggest that there is no significant difference between run lengths in positive and negative 7 phases of PDV and that it is more likely than not that the PDV run length has been non-stationary in 8 the past millennium. This raises concerns about whether variability seen in the instrumental record 9
(the last ~100 years), or even in the shorter 300-400 year paleoclimate reconstructions, is 10 Vance et al., 2015) . The duration of a PDV phase (termed run length) isdefined as the time between consecutive crossings of the threshold. The phase may be described as 1 positive (negative) if the PDV index is above (below) the threshold, or dry (wet) if the PDV phases 2 are associated with predominantly dry (wet) hydrological conditions. 3
Introduction
Of particular relevance to the hydrology and water resources community is the evidence that 4 the PDV phases can be associated with multi-decadal periods of persistently wetter or drier conditions 5 and corresponding increases in flood or drought risk in affected regions, particularly those on the 6
Pacific rim. PDV has been found to be related to a number of hydrological variables including 7 precipitation, streamflow, flood/drought risk (Cook et showed in a case study for eastern Australia that the probability of reservoir storages falling below a 11 critical level differs significantly depending on the PDV phases (see Figure 6 in Kiem and Franks 12 (2004) ). Kiem and Franks (2003) and Micevski et al. (2006) 
demonstrated that flood risk in eastern 13
Australia is strongly dependent on PDV phase. Henley et al. (2013) extended this work to show that 14 short-term drought risk is strongly dependent not only on the PDV phase but also on the time spent in 15 a particular phase. 16 Despite the clear relevance of PDV phases to hydrological risk assessment and water resource 17 management, there remain considerable knowledge gaps about the statistical characteristics of PDV, 18 including run lengths. The instrumental record shows that PDV phases have varied irregularly with 19 runs ranging from less than a decade to several decades during the past century. However, the 20 instrumental record is insufficient to characterize the statistical characteristics of PDV run lengths. In 21 response to this, significant advances have been made in reconstructing pre-instrumental PDV 22 behaviour to extend data length. parameters can identify credible run lengths in the instrumental PDV record, it is assumed that they 22 can also produce credible run lengths in the reconstructed record. 23
PDV reconstructions
1 Twelve published annual PDV reconstructions from different sites with different proxies are 2 used in this study. Of these, nine reconstructed the last 300-400 years and three reconstructed the last 3 ~1000 years. The reconstructions are based on paleo proxies (i.e. preserved physical characteristics of 4 the environment that can be directly measured) from the northern and southern, and western and 5 eastern regions of the Pacific Ocean. A summary of these reconstructions is presented in Table 1,  6 while Figure 7 in Section 3.2.3 presents time series plots of the 12 reconstructed indices, and they are 7 denoted throughout by the four-character author name and two-character publishing year. It is worth 8 noting that Mann09 was not directly calibrated to an instrumental PDV index, and also has a negative 9 correlation with other reconstructions. However, because the correlation of this reconstruction with 10 the other ones is relatively high (Henley, 2017) , the Mann09 reconstruction is retained with the sign 11 reversed. 12 3. Run length extraction with some runs lasting several centuries (see Figure 2) . It is not clear whether these centennial trends 20 are due to low frequency climate variability or due to unknown local factors affecting the proxy. With 21 such reconstructions, one can either exclude them from analysis or filter out the centennial trends. 22
Exclusion forgoes any useful information from the reconstructions. On the other hand, filtering out 1 the centennial trends offers the prospect of extracting possibly useful information about run lengths. 2 We adopt the latter approach proposing a dynamic threshold framework to filter out 3 centennial trends. In this framework, potential crossings are taken to be the change points detected by 4 the Mann-Whitney test, and the sign of PDV phases is determined by a dynamic threshold that takes 5 centennial trends into consideration -this relaxes the restriction of a static threshold defining a phase 6 crossing. Figure 2 provides insight about the mechanics of dynamic threshold method showing the 7 PDV time series and the resulting block phase waveform. The key steps of this framework are: 8 1.
Detect step-change points. For a given reconstruction, apply a change point detection 9 method. A number of methods can be used. In this study we used the non-parametric Mann-Whitney 10 test method (Mauget, 2003 ) with a given window width w and confidence level α to identify the step-11 change points. The method involves centring a window of width w at a particular year t and then 12 applying the Mann-Whitney test to the samples of width w/2 at or before and after year t. A step 13 change is deemed to occur if the Mann-Whitney test statistic lies outside the α confidence limits 14 (under the null hypothesis). 15 
2.
Merge consecutive step-change points. When two or more step change points occur in 16 consecutive years, replace them with a single change point. That is, if there are either 2n-1 or 2n years 17 that are determined as consecutive change points (n=1, 2, …), replace them with one change point at 18 year n. This guarantees that the new change point is always closest to the middle of the run of 19 consecutive step-change points. 
The phase of the th k run length is then defined by 4
Determine run lengths using the time series s(t). The run length of the th k run will be 6
This dynamic threshold method can be seen as a generalization of previous run length 8 extraction methods. If parameter y is set to the total number of years in a given reconstruction, the 9 dynamic threshold method reduces to the method used in Verdon and Franks (2006) . If change points 10 are defined by the PDV index crossing the threshold and the cut-off frequency parameter y of the first-11 order Butterworth filter is set to the total number of years in the reconstruction, the dynamic threshold 12 reduces to the method used in Henley et al. (2011) and Henley et al. (2017) . 13 Three parameters need to be specified in the dynamic threshold method: window width w and 14 confidence level α in the Mann-Whitney test, and cut-off frequency y of the Butterworth filter. The 15 standard cut-off frequency parameter in the dynamic threshold method is used to filter out centennial 16 trends that may be mixed with decadal variability and should have little influence on the statistical 17 characteristics of the inferred runs. A cut-off frequency of 1/100 years is considered to adequately 18 meet these requirements. Hence, y=100 is used in this study. In this study, we set the confidence level 19 to be 90%, a value that is consistent with other reconstruction studies (eg Gedalof are not high (Nash-Sutcliffe indices <0.48) suggesting that even favouring the more accurate 11 individual reconstructions will still result in a combined/overall reconstruction with large errors. 12 Therefore, the focus of our research is to identify a signal (or signals) that is (are) common to all 13 individual reconstructions. 14 However, panels (a3) and (b3) show that the conditional distributions for the longer runs are very 25 similar. This shows that both the short and long window widths extract the longer runs in a largely 26 consistent manner. However, the choice of window width strongly affects the distribution of shorter 1 runs as shown in panels (a2) and (b2). Overall, this demonstrates that shorter window widths can "see" 2 higher frequency runs better than longer window widths but both "see" the same distribution of lower 3 frequency runs. 4 These considerations suggest that the window width should be as small as possible, yet 5 sufficiently big to filter out runs that are considered more likely to be random fluctuations rather than 6 PDV phases. Therefore, in this study, a 20-year window is used to ensure decadal or longer runs are 7
Window width sensitivity analysis
identified. 
Statistical signatures of PDV run lengths

18
The dynamic threshold method allows run lengths to be extracted from all the PDV 19 reconstructions, even from those with centennial trends. If we had a perfect reconstruction there 20 would be no need for any further reconstructions. However, the fact is that each paleoclimate 21 reconstruction is subject to errors, both random and systematic, that are not fully understood. when random sampling is repeated. Therefore, it is important to recognize that differences in run 21 statistics may be due to sampling variability. It is only when differences are bigger than what would 22 be expected due to sampling variability that we would conclude there is a significant difference. This 23 seems reasonable given that the average number of phases (either positive or negative) per 24 reconstruction is only 13. A more formal statistical analysis is required to explicitly deal with 1 sampling variability arising from the small samples. Bearing in mind that the samples are small, a Gamma distribution was inferred for the pre-8 and post-1600 samples. Figure 11 presents the joint posterior distribution of the differences in the pre-9
and post-1600 means and standard deviations for each reconstruction using all run lengths. A 10 consistent pattern once again emerges. For all three reconstructions the posteriors of the pre-and post-11 1600 differences lie in the lower left quadrant with the origin minimally intersecting with the posterior. 12 Therefore, the evidence that there is a difference is visually strong. 13
Discussion
14
All of the reconstructions reported in Table 1 It is important to keep in mind that the analysis here is fundamentally limited by small PDV run 23 length sample sizes from most of the reconstructions. Two theories may explain the absence of a 24 consistent difference between positive and negative run distributions. One is that no statistically 25 meaningful differences exist and the other is that differences do exist but are masked by sampling 1 variability. The latter seems plausible given the average number of phases (either positive or negative) 2 per reconstruction are only 13. 3
All three millennium-length records lead to higher inferred run length mean and standard 4 deviation in the pre-1600 samples, suggesting longer and more varied PDV runs during the period 5 before 1600 AD. The fact that the differences in the mean and standard deviation of run lengths pre-6 and post-1600 appear to be statistically significant raises an important question, should the 7 information from pre-1600 reconstructions be used to infer PDV behaviour in the near climate. If one 8 adopts a gradualist view of climate non-stationarity, the immediate past would be considered more 9
representative of the present than the more distant past. Setting aside for the moment the possibility 10 that the climate-proxy relationship may be not be stationary, the gradualist perspective would support 11 discarding the information from the pre-1600 reconstruction on the grounds that it introduces bias 12 when inferring a statistical model of near climate PDV runs. We offer two reasons opposing this 13 perspective. 14 First, there is no assurance that climate non-stationarity evolves in a gradual manner so that 15 PDV behaviour in the near climate is better represented by the post-1600 climate than the pre-1600 16 climate. Indeed there is evidence to the contrary, namely that non-stationarity may be characterized by 17 seemingly shorter-term shifts. Tables   1   Table 1 
